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Timeless design for your home 

Welcome to the Stelton 2021 catalogue, showcasing our 

range of enchanting modern design classics. Stelton’s 

pieces have a timeless quality and integrate perfectly into 

any home, enlivening your interiors with beautiful objects 

that combine form and function.

When stamping your mark on a space, it is all in the details. 

Ensure your interior stays unique with finishing touches such 

as contemporary vases, inviting tableware and serveware, 

and soft, embracing lights.

What all our products, whether new designs or iconic 

classics, have in common is their longevity, which comes 

from their pure lines, quality and attention to detail. Built on 

our close collaboration with international architects and 

designers, creative, clever design is Stelton’s DNA.

Our ambition is to create interesting design that makes 

everyday life more beautiful and captures the hearts of 

design lovers.

A Stelton state of mind.

Working with
architects and designers

since 1960

www.stelton.com 

 

@ steltondesign

 

 

@ steltondesign
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Debiasi and Sandri founded their 

own design studio in 2010. Based 

in Bolzano and Verona they work 

within various fields of design, 

ranging from objects to spaces.

NORDIC

Ora
Set your creativity free with the 
Ora range. Place its various 
sculptural elements alone or in 
decorative combinations.

The matte exterior and glossy 
interiors combine to create a play 
of light and reflection, broken only 
by their characteristic steel edge.
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The Ora range includes 
bowls and candleholders 
of different shapes that 
offer endless combination 
possibilities to create the 
exact atmosphere you want.
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The curved shape of the 
tree-armed candleholder 
makes it possible to 
continuously change the 
look just by turning it in 
different ways. 

Playing with the contrasts between 
materials, soft organic shapes 
and a natural colour palette, 
the Ora range creates a synergy, 
resulting in enchanting, minimalist 
elegance.

The Ora tealight holder is made 

of coloured glass in the same 

shape as the Ora bowls. The Ora 

candleholders are available in 

polished stainless steel and in 

solid beech and can be used 

for both tealights and dinner 

candles.



DANISH MODERN 2.0
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Amphora
Amphora is inspired by ancient
Greek clay pots in both name 
and form. At the same time, with 
its round body and distinctive
shoulders, the Amphora design 
reaches far into the future.

Amphora is a classic vacuum jug 

with a glass insert that will keep 

coffee or tea hot for hours. The glass 

insert can be replaced in case of 

breakage. This provides the vacuum 

jug with a longer lifespan, making it 

both money saving and better for 

the environment. 

Sebastian Holmbäck works with 

product design in the areas of furniture, 

lighting and interior design, and he has 

received numerous awards.
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The idiom of Amphora is underscored 
by the composition of colours and the 
shiny and matt surface of the materials. 

Set the table and have guests 
for tea or coffee. Our Amphora 
jugs come in two versions, one 
for tea and a slightly taller and 
slimmer one for coffee. 



Canadian designer 

Francis Cayouette  

was trained in Montreal 

and Paris, and founded 

Unit 10 design in 

Copenhagen in 1999.
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CLASSIC

With a chilled glass of white wine and  
a salad beautifully composed in a glass 
bowl, an everyday meal becomes a 
festive treat. The Pilastro series consists 
of a wine cooler, drinking glasses and 
serving bowls that suit any home and 
complement any dinnerware.

Pilastro
The new Pilastro range 
has a sophisticated 
aura inspired by the 
elegant idiom of Art 
Deco, a merging of 
form and function.



To Go Click
Design that makes a difference. 
Save resources by bringing your own cup.

To Go Click cups have a state-of-the-art lid which you can 

open and close with one hand. Choose the colour that makes 

you happy every day. Find them all on stelton.com. 

I:CONS
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To Go Click is perfect 
for life on the move: 
enjoy your favourite 
drink anywhere and 
make any moment 
special.

To Go Click 0.2 l keeps your drink hot for 

two hours, or chilled for 4 hours. To Go 

Click 0.4 l has a vacuum-insulated double 

wall which keeps your drink hot for 4 hours, 

or cold for 8 hours.



Keep Cool
Keep moving. 

Keep Cool is a vacuum insulated 

stainless steel bottle that stands out 

and underlines your style. The prize-

winning double-walled bottle holds 

0.6 litres and keeps your drinks chilled 

for 16 hours and warm for 8 hours. 

Enjoy!
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Always bring your favourite drink in this  
light stainless steel flask, and you will never 
need to buy single-use bottles again! 



Erik Magnussen has created 

many timeless designs for Stelton, 

including the popular EM77 vacuum 

jug, the spine of the brand. This 

iconic design merges perfect form 

with perfect functionality.
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CLASSIC

The vacuum jug’s innovative 
tilting lid enables serving 
with just one hand. The jug is 
also delivered with a handy 
screw cap, which is ideal, 
if you want to bring the jug 
outdoors. 

EM77 is a classic vacuum jug 
with a glass insert. All parts 
can be replaced in case of 
breakage. This provides the 
vacuum jug with a longer 
lifespan, making it both 
money saving and better for 
the environment. 

EM77
Made in Denmark since 1977,
the iconic EM77 vacuum jug, still 
looks good on any table, elegantly 
complementing your tableware. 
This season’s palette features bright colours 
inspired by nature and wild flowers. 

Made in 
Denmark



Klaus Rath trained as 

an industrial designer 

at the School of 

Architecture in Århus, 

Denmark. He has 

designed the bread 

bag and other award-

winning products for 

Stelton.
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EM ship’s 
lamps 
A design classic. 

Enjoy the lamps by 
Erik Magnussen during 
the long summer, 
then take them inside 
when winter comes. 
Their discreet design 
means they will fit 
wherever you place 
them, year after year. 

A perfect match
Keep your bread deliciously fresh in this 
original bread bag as you relish a long 
breakfast or lunch. Enjoy distinguished 
design and a harmonious look in your 
kitchen and on your table. 



Peter Holmblad is a key figure in Stelton’s history. 

Between 1963 and 2004, he transformed Stelton from 

a production company into a respected design 

brand. He is also a skilled designer who created the 

well-known Original watering can and the Original 

series of breakfast table and bar utensils. 
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Original
The Original watering can is a 
pleasure for both your plants 
and your eyes. It is an elegant 
sculpture when not in use, with 
a beautiful shape and perfectly 
crafted details. To keep and 
cherish forever. 



Arne Jacobsen designed Cylinda-

line in 1967 as a complete collection 

in perfect harmony. His work was 

inspired by the Bauhaus movement 

and he played an important role in 

Danish modernism. He was a master 

of details and his persistence in 

the development process resulted 

in a unique set of tableware and 

barware. 

Cylinda-line
If you appreciate design history and 
lifelong elegance, Cylinda-line is 
a series of timeless objects to keep 
and cherish.

Whether you prefer your drinks shaken or stirred, the classic 

barware series by Arne Jacobsen is a perfect tool. Thrill your 

guests with your creations.

CYLINDA-LINE
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Glacier
Enjoy ice cold water from the Glacier carafe. 
The simple, rigid idiom is interrupted by the 
sophisticated structure of the bottom, which 
refers to Nordic winters and ice crystals. The 
new Glacier range consists of a carafe topped 
with a glass and matching drinking glasses.

Peter Svarrer has had his own glass studio for almost  

20 years and has taught at Danish design and arts 

schools. Also associated with Holmegaard, he has won 

several prizes and grants for his glass designs. Nordic 

design tradition and the elegant shapes of nature are 

constant sources of inspiration for his designs.
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The Norman Foster  
collection
Enjoy the refined design and organic 
shape of these new vacuum jugs by 
British architect Norman Foster. 

Norman Foster is Executive Chairman and Founder 

of Foster + Partners. His designs for the new Stelton 

range bring together simple sculptural form and 

soft geometry to create exceptionally crafted 

tableware for a wide range of settings.

Alongside porcelain accessories and  
cups, these new objects will make your  
table a daily pleasure to the eye.

The new salt and pepper mills add  
to the collection while embodying  
a shared language.

The Norman Foster vacuum 

jugs come with a glass insert 

that will keep coffee or tea 

hot for hours. The glass insert 

can be replaced in case of 

breakage. This provides the 

vacuum jug with a longer 

lifespan, making it both 

money saving and better for 

the environment. 

FOSTER



Søren Refsgaard graduated from Design 

Seminariet in Højer, Denmark, in 2003. Later 

the same year, he established his own 

design studio in Copenhagen. His work, is 

deeply influenced by the Danish design 

tradition. 

NORSTAAL
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Sixtus
Elegant tools for grill experts. 
Sixtus is the perfect set for preparing 
and serving grilled vegetables 
and meat, bringing together grill 
utensils and a large cutting board. 
Sixtus will satisfy any grill enthusiast. 
Its sleek, classic design will be a 
pleasure to the eye at any table, 
whenever and wherever it is used.



Pleat 
Season your  
food with style.

Inspired by the simplicity and visual strength 

of cylindrical geometries, designers 

Böttcher& Kayser have created a modern 

interpretation of the classic salt jar and 

pepper mill, dressed in matt black and white.

The fine ridges also offer a unique, highly 

decorative element which will complement 

your dinnerware. 

Böttcher & Kayser work  out of their 

Berlin-based studio, founded in 2007. 

Childhood friends, these designers 

have realised their dream of working 

together, resulting in  numerous prize-

winning projects. 

CLASSIC

UNIT 10 is a Scandinavian design consultancy. Founded in 1999 by 

Anne Marie Raaschou-Nielsen and Francis Cayouette, their studio 

lies in the centre of Copenhagen. The duo’s interest in emotional 

and functional design translates into a range of furniture, interiors, 

and other products.

Hoop 
The Hoop  
collection’s  
classic design  
adds sophistication 
to your home. 

Your salad will be beautifully  

presented in the large Hoop bowl,  

with the wooden salad servers  

underlining the style perfectly.

Use it every day, or when family  

and friends come for dinner.



Maria Berntsen has 

worked as an industrial 

designer since 1992 

in her own studio in 

Copenhagen. She 

has an intuitive feeling 

for the nature of the 

material and the 

sensuousness of  

the form.
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Hurricane
Enjoy those summer nights. 
Create a special ambiance 
outdoors or indoors with 
these beautiful Hurricanes.

Rasmus Halfdan Breck graduated in furniture 

design from The Danish Design School in 

Copenhagen in 1992. He runs his own design 

studio RHBDESIGN, where he works with 

product and industrial design.

Elton
Switch on a new design classic 
– the Elton LED lamp. The Elton’s 
pleasant light embraces you, 
both indoors and outdoors. 

The Elton lamp is wireless and 
has three different light intensities 
according to your need.



HolmbäckNordentoft are the designers 

behind this harmonious combination 

of warm wood, porcelain, and 

lacquered steel with an informal mix 

of colours. Sebastian Holmbäck and 

Ulrik Nordentoft studied at the Danish 

Design School. They went on to design 

the Emma series together. A shared 

commitment to aesthetics forms the 

basis of all their work.

Emma
Treat yourself, your friends and family  
to breakfast or brunch with Emma. 

DANISH MODERN 2.0
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Mix and match 
with new and old 
favourites. With a 
range of tone-in-
tone colours, you 
can express your 
personal style.

Introduce that Scandinavian hygge (cozy) 
atmosphere into your home with these 
Emma jugs and tableware.
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Theo
Take your time. Enjoy a moment of
calm with your favourite tea or coffee.

Let the Theo collection 
stimulate your senses. 
Combining matt 
stoneware with glaze 
and bamboo details, the 
Theo range’s natural look 
will bring Scandinavian 
simplicity and elegance 
to your home. 

Canadian designer 

Francis Cayouette  

was trained in Montreal 

and Paris, and founded 

Unit 10 design in 

Copenhagen in 1999.

NORDIC
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EXPLORE
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Debiasi and Sandri founded their 

own design studio in 2010. Based 

in Bolzano and Verona they work 

within various fields of design, 

ranging from objects to spaces.

Christina Halskov and Hanne Dalsgaard  

founded  their design studio Halskov & 

Dalsgaard Design in 1990. They design 

beautiful products that are not only 

functional but also improve everyday life.

Collar
Created especially for  
all coffee aficionados.

The classic Italian stovetop espresso maker, also 

known as  a “moka pot”, is the ultimate tool for 

making a professional, full-bodied brew at home. 

The Collar collection has a beautiful silhouette with 

a touch of Scandinavian design aesthetics.

Embrace
Playful and curved  
with an edge.

The Embrace tray can be used for fruit or, 

by using its practical bread bag, for bread. 

The classic, organic form of the stainless 

steel tray gives it an elegant look and 

provides a decorative touch to any table.



The eloquent graphics and 
soft organic shapes of the 
Stockholm bowls and vases 
are inspired by the ever 
changing scenery of the 
Baltic Sea and Stockholm 
Archipelago.

Stockholm
Let the natural tones of  
the Stockholm collection  
add a distinctive finish to  
your home decoration.

Bernadotte & Kylberg established their 

design agency in 2012. Their collections 

reflect the scenery and the colours of 

the nature they cherish, which can be 

both tranquil and dramatic. 

NORDIC
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Pingo
A good grip  
for small hands.

Una Pingo cutlery is easy for small 

hands to handle. And the Pingo 

plate, bowl and cup have just 

the right size and edges that help 

children as they are learning table 

manners. The discreet grey-scale 

colours make the set easy to 

integrate beautifully with any table. 

Una Pingo is designed by Tias Eckhoff 

and Pingo tableware is designed by 

Francis Cayouette. 
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Maya is an outstanding 

range of cutlery designed 

by Norwegian designer 

Tias Eckhoff and it comes 

in two versions. Maya 

dates back to 1962.

Stelton’s Norstaal is a range 
of steel cutlery for the dining 
table. Sophisticated cutlery 
and serving utensils make the 
dining experience even more 
elegant and pleasurable.

Una 

Design: Tias Eckhoff

Chaco 

Design: Tias Eckhoff

EM 

Design: Erik Magnussen

Prisme 

Design: Dahlerup & Holbek

NORSTAAL
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History of the brand
Stelton is a Danish design company which has been a 

significant force within interior design since its establishment 

in 1960. We wish to continue the Scandinavian design 

heritage. Not by dwelling in history and tradition for the 

sake of it, but by using it as a source of inspiration and by 

refining and developing its unique strengths and ideals in 

collaboration with international architects and designers. 

 1960  
Stelton is founded.

 1967  
Cylinda-line by
Arne Jacobsen
is launched.

 1977 
The EM77 vacuum 
 jug by Erik  
Magnussen
is launched.

2015 
The Scandinavian design 
collections Stockholm and 
Theo are launched.

2007 
The Norwegian cutlery
company Norstaal is 
bought.

2013 
The successful Emma and 
To Go Click collections are 
launched.

2016 
The Collar collection  designed 
by the Italian design duo 
Daniel Debiasi and Federico 
Sandri is launched.

2018 
Stelton collaborates with Lord 
Norman Foster and launches 
the Foster collection. 

2021 
Stelton launches the  
Amphora vacuum jugs.

2020 
Stelton celebrates 60 years 
of design and relaunches the 
Original flower watering can. 
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CYLINDA-LINE and the AJ 

collection by Arne Jacobsen 

is the heart of Stelton’s design 

DNA. Cylindrical design has 

become a timeless classic. 

Iconic and minimalistic. 

NORDIC is inspired by the Nordic landscape and 

design values. It represents the Scandinavian 

way of living with a ‘less is more’  attitude. 

Minimalistic and artistic.

FOSTER The range 

brings together simple 

sculptural form with 

a soft geometry, to 

create exceptionally 

crafted tableware for a 

wide range of settings.

EXPLORE brings an 

organic touch to the 

minimalist design style. 

Playful and curved with 

an edge.

CLASSIC features designs 

 inspired by the cylindrical 

shape like the EM77 vacuum jug 

by Erik Magnussen. Elegant and 

always functional.

NORSTAAL includes 

steel cutlery and 

serving utensils. Sleek 

and elegant.

DANISH MODERN 2.0 is inspired by the golden 

age of Danish design in the 50’s and 60’s. 

Every item is a new interpretation of this iconic 

era. Innovative with clean lines.

I:CONS features 

 innovative personal 

accessories for life 

on the go. Aesthetic 

and functional.

Design families
All Stelton designs are true to our minimalist Scandinavian 
design philosophy. We live and believe in ‘less is more’. This 
design philosophy is based on four keywords: timelessness, 
simplicity, functionality and innovation. This catalogue explores 
our design families, allowing you to learn about the detail  
which makes each family special. 
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AJ creamer  
0.15 l
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 06-2

AJ coffee pot  
1.5 l
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 01-2

AJ sugar bowl
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 06-3

AJ French press  
1 l
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 01-3

AJ serving tray
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 014-2

AJ tea pot  
1.25 l
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 04-2

AJ salt mill
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 017-3

AJ ice tongs
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 015-1

AJ pepper mill
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 017-1

AJ salt & pepper set 
6.5 cm
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 010-1

AJ coaster 6 pcs
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 019-1

AJ salad bowl 
24 cm
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 022-1

AJ champagne cooler
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 05-5

AJ revolving ashtray
large
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
L art. no. 09-2

AJ revolving ashtray
small
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
S art. no. 09-1

AJ martini mixer with spoon
1 l
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 020-1

AJ cocktail shaker  
0.75 l
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 016-1

AJ jug with icelip  
2 l
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 03-3

AJ ice bucket  
1 l
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 05-1

AJ ice bucket  
2.5 l
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 05-2

AJ salad servers  
31 cm
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 023-1

CYLINDA-LINE

AJ ice bucket 
1 l – smokey blue
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 05-1-J-2

AJ salad bowl 
24 cm – ocean blue
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 022-1-J-1

AJ champagne cooler
ocean blue
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 05-5-J-1

AJ salad bowl 
24 cm – smokey blue
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 022-1-J-2

AJ cocktail shaker 
0.75 l – smokey blue
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 016-1-J-2 

AJ tea pot 
1.25 l – smokey blue
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 04-2-J-2

AJ tea pot 
1.25 l – powder
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 04-2-J-3

AJ sugar bowl 
0.20 l – dusty teal
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 06-3-J-4 

AJ French press 
1 l – dusty teal
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 01-3-J-4

AJ jug with icelip 
2 l – powder
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 03-3-J-3

CYLINDA-LINE – 50th  Anniversary Edition
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Original napkin holder 
Design: Peter Holmblad
art. no. 486

Original cork screw 
Design: Peter Holmblad
art. no. 522

Original bottle opener 
Design: Peter Holmblad
art. no. 521

EM ship’s lamp  
large 27 x 43 cm 
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 1001

EM ship’s lamp  
small 15  x 34 cm
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 1004

EM oil lamp  
8.5  x 18 cm – clear glass shade 
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 1005

Hurricane
Design: Maria Berntsen
Small – art. no. 495
Large – art. no. 496

Original cheese slicer 
Design: Peter Holmblad
art. no. 527

Original cheese slicer 
Design: Peter Holmblad
art. no. 526

Original flower watering can 
Design: Peter Holmblad
art. no. 100-15

EM cake knife/spade 
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 460

CLASSIC

Original bar-set, 5 pcs.
Design: Peter Holmblad
art. no. 524-5

Foster dish
Ø 46 cm – steel – golden
Design: Norman Foster
art. no. 710

Foster tumbler
0.2 l – glass
Design: Norman Foster
art. no. 731

Foster serving tray
grey
Design: Norman Foster
art. no. 796

Foster carafe 
1.2 l – porcelain
Design: Norman Foster
art. no. 740

Foster French press 
vacuum jug
1 l – steel
Design: Norman Foster
art. no. 770

Foster bowl
Ø 36 cm – steel – golden 
Design: Norman Foster
art. no. 711

Foster thermo cup
0.2 l – porcelain
Design: Norman Foster
art. no. 750

Foster press tea maker
vacuum jug
1 l – steel
Design: Norman Foster
art. no. 780

Foster carafe with stopper
1 l – steel – golden
Design: Norman Foster
art. no. 720

Foster espresso thermo cup
2 pcs. – 4 cl – porcelain
Design: Norman Foster
art. no. 751

Foster jug
2 l – steel
Design: Norman Foster
art. no. 795

Foster tumbler
0.2 l – steel – golden
Design: Norman Foster
art. no. 721

Foster wine tumbler
0.2 l – steel – golden
Design: Norman Foster
art. no. 722

Foster milk jug
porcelain
Design: Norman Foster
art. no. 790

Foster sugar bowl
porcelain
Design: Norman Foster 
art. no. 791

Foster vacuum jug
1 l – steel
Design: Norman Foster
art. no. 760

FOSTER

Elton LED lamp 
black/brass
Design: Rasmus Halfdan Breck 
art. nr. 615

Foster vacuum jug 
1 l – light grey
Design: Norman Foster 
art. nr. 759

Foster vacuum jug 
1 l – anthracite 
Design: Norman Foster 
art. no. 759-1

Foster salt mill
light grey
Design: Norman Foster 
art. no. 725-1

Foster pepper mill
anthracite
Design: Norman Foster 
art. no. 725-2

Frost glass no.2
2 pcs.
Design: FRONT
art. no. 503

Pilastro drinking glass  
6 pcs. - 0.33 l
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-502

Pilastro serving bowl - small
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-505

Pilastro serving bowl - large
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-506

Glacier drinking glas
6 pcs. - 0.25 l
Design: Peter Svarrer 
art. no. 640

Pilastro wine cooler
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-504

Glacier carafe 1 l  
with drinking glass 0.25 l
Design: Peter Svarrer 
art. no. 641

Pleat
Design: Böttcher & Kayser
salt cellar – art. no. 340 
pepper mill – art. no. 341

Stelton Time wall clock  
large 30 cm – black
Design: Jehs+Laub
art. no. 851
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CLASSIC

Tea strainer for EM77
Design: Stelton
art. no. 999

EM77 creamer 
steel
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 1000

Core thermo cup, 2 pcs.
sand
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. 1140

Core thermo cup, 2 pcs.
light grey
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. 1140-1

EM77 water filter jug  
2 l – smoke
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 1310-10

EM77 jug with lid  
1.5 l – blue
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 1310

Bread bag  
large – black/sand
Design: Klaus Rath
art. no. 1322

Bread bag  
large – sand/white
Design: Klaus Rath
art. no. 1323

Bread bag  
large – dusty green/white
Design: Klaus Rath
art. no. 1346

Bread bag  
large – black
Design: Klaus Rath
art. no. 1320

EM77 vacuum jug 1 l
soft black
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 931

EM77 vacuum jug 1 l 
cloud 
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 985

EM77 vacuum jug 1 l 
sand 
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 1800

EM77 vacuum jug 1 l 
red 
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 920

EM77 vacuum jug – steel 
Design: Erik Magnussen
1 l – art. no. 900 
0.5 l – art. no. 915 

EM77 vacuum jug 1 l 
granite grey 
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 991

EM77 vacuum jug 1 l 
lupin 
Design: Erik Magnussen 
art. no. 1802

EM77 vacuum jug 1 l 
dusty green 
Design: Erik Magnussen 
art. no. 919 

EM77 vacuum jug 
lavender
Design: Erik Magnussen
1 l – art. no. 997

Scoop tea canister 
small 0.3 l
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. 511

EM77 vacuum jug 1 l
light grey
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 918

EM77 electric kettle 1.5 l
light grey
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 890-2 / 890-2 UK (UK plug)

EM77 – white
Design: Erik Magnussen
Vacuum jug 1 l – art. no. 960 
Vacuum jug 0.5 l – art. no. 965 
French press 1 l – art. no. 811

EM77 electric kettle 1.5 l
white
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 890-1 / 890-1 UK (UK plug)

EM77 – black
Design: Erik Magnussen
Vacuum jug 1 l – art. no. 930
Vacuum jug 0.5 l – art. no. 935 
French press 1 l – art. no. 812 

EM77 electric kettle 1.5 l
black
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 890 / 890 UK (UK plug)

Theo sugar bowl – black
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-637

Theo milk jug – black
0.4 l
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-638

Theo cup with coaster – black
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-632

Theo cup with coaster – sand
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-632-1

Theo lunch plate 2 pcs. – black
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-640

Theo mug 2 pcs. – black
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-639

Theo coffee maker – black 
0.6 l
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-634

Theo coffee maker – sand 
0.6 l
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-634-1

Theo teapot warmer – black
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-631

Theo teapot warmer – sand
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-631-1

Theo French press – black
0.8 l
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-636

Theo teapot – black
1.25 l
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-630

Theo teapot – sand 
1.25 l
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-630-1

Collar espresso maker 0.25 l
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 420

Collar tea infuser
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 425

Collar coffee grinder
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 423

Collar tea pot 0.75 l
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 426

Collar sugar bowl
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 422

NORDIC

Collar cocktail shaker 0.5 l and 
measuring cup 2 & 4 cl 
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 424 

Collar thermo bottle 0.75 l
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 430

Collar ice bucket 1.8 l
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 431-1

Collar vacuum bottle stopper
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 419

Theo sugar bowl – sand
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-637-1

Theo milk jug – sand
0.4 l
Design: Francis Cayouette
art. no. x-638-1
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NORDIC

Stockholm Aquatic bowl
Design: Bernadotte & Kylberg
art. no. mini 450-10 /small 450-11 / medium 450-12 / large 450-13

Stockholm Horizon bowl
Design: Bernadotte & Kylberg
art. no. mini 451-10 /small 451-11 / medium 451-12 / large 451-13

Stockholm Lignum bowl
Design: Bernadotte & Kylberg
art. no. small 452-11 / medium 452-12 / large 452-13

Stockholm Lignum vase
small
Design: Bernadotte & Kylberg
art. no. 452-20

Stockholm Horizon vase
small
Design: Bernadotte & Kylberg
art. no. 451-20

Stockholm Aquatic vase
small
Design: Bernadotte & Kylberg
art. no. 450-20

Stockholm Lignum vase
medium
Design: Bernadotte & Kylberg
art. no. 452-21

Stockholm Horizon vase
medium
Design: Bernadotte & Kylberg
art. no. 451-21

Stockholm Aquatic vase
medium
Design: Bernadotte & Kylberg
art. no. 450-21

Stockholm Lignum vase
large
Design: Bernadotte & Kylberg
art. no. 452-22

Stockholm Horizon vase
large
Design: Bernadotte & Kylberg
art. no. 451-22

Stockholm Aquatic vase
large
Design: Bernadotte & Kylberg
art. no. 450-22

NORDIC

Ora vase 
dusty blue / midnight blue
small
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 108

Ora vase 
dusty rose / powder
small
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 108-1

Ora vase 
neo mint / midnight blue
large
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 109

Ora vase 
dark powder / powder
small
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 109-1

Ora bowl
dark forest / midnight blue
small
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 100

Ora bowl
warm maroon / powder
small
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 100-1

Ora bowl
dusty blue / midnight blue
medium
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 101

Ora bowl
dusty rose / powder
medium
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 101-1

Ora bowl
neo mint / midnight blue
large
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 102

Ora bowl
dark powder / powder
large
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 102-1

Ora 
candleholder / tealightholder
beech wood - small 
Design: Debiasi & Sandri 
art. no. 103-1

Ora 
candleholder / tealightholder 
steel - small
Design: Debiasi & Sandri 
art. no. 103

Ora 
candleholder / tealightholder
beech wood - large
Design: Debiasi & Sandri 
art. no. 104-1

Ora 
candleholder / tealightholder 
steel - large
Design: Debiasi & Sandri 
art. no. 104

Ora tealightholder 2 pcs.
smoke 
Design: Debiasi & Sandri 
art. no. 107

Core thermo cup, 2 pcs.
sand
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. 1140
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Emma thermo cup 2 pcs
blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-204

Emma thermo cup 2 pcs
grey
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-204-1

Emma vacuum jug coffee
1 l – blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-200

Emma vacuum jug coffee
1 l – grey
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-200-1

Emma – grey
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
Milk jug 0.3 l – art. no. x-203-1
Sugar bowl – art. no. x-205-1

Emma electric kettle
1.2 l – blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-210
art. no. x-210 UK (UK plug)

Emma electric kettle
1.2 l – grey
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-210-1
art. no. x-210-1 UK (UK plug)

Emma vacuum jug tea 
1 l – blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-201

Emma vacuum jug tea 
1 l – grey
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-201-1

Emma bowl
large – blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-211

Emma saucer 2 pcs
blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-212

Emma cup 2 pcs
blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-208

Emma cup 2 pcs
grey
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-208-1

Emma vacuum jug coffee
1 l – black
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-200-2

Emma vacuum jug coffee
1 l – soft dark blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-200-7

Emma electric kettle 
1.2 l – black
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-210-2
art. no. x-210-2 UK (UK plug)

Emma electric kettle 
1.2 l – soft dark blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-210-7

Emma vacuum jug tea 
1 l – black
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-201-2

Emma vacuum jug tea 
1 l – soft dark blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-201-7

DANISH MODERN 2.0DANISH MODERN 2.0

Emma pitcher 
2 l – blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft 
art. no. x-216 

Emma pitcher
2 l – grey
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-216-1 

Emma electric kettle 
1.2 l – white chalk
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-210-3 
art. no. x-210-3 UK (UK plug)

Emma serving tray
Ø 35 cm – grey
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-217-1 

Emma plate 2 pcs
grey
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-209-1 (Ø 18 cm)
art. no. x-219-1 (Ø 22 cm)

Emma bowl 2 pcs
blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-206 (S – Ø 15 cm)

Emma plate 2 pcs
blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-209 (Ø 18 cm)
art. no. x-219 (Ø 22 cm)

Emma toaster
grey
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-222-1

Emma egg cup 2 pcs
blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-213

Emma bowl 2 pcs
grey
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-206-1 (S – Ø 15 cm)

Emma storage jar
dark grey / grey
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-223-1 (1.2 litre)
art. no. x-224-1 (0.8 litre)

Emma bread box
grey
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-226-1

Emma bread box
blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-226

Emma electric coffee grinder
grey
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-225-1
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Take away serving tray
Design: Klaus Rath
art. no. x-8

Embrace vase  
mini
Design: Halskov & Dalsgaard
art. no. x-27

Embrace bread tray  
chalk
Design: Halskov & Dalsgaard
art. no. x-28-3-1

Embrace bread tray  
grey
Design: Halskov & Dalsgaard
art. no. x-28-3-4

Embrace bread tray  
black
Design: Halskov & Dalsgaard
art. no. x-28-3

EXPLORE

Papilio Uno candle holder 
copper
Design: Klaus Rath
art. no. x-39-2

DANISH MODERN 2.0

Unified candleholder
white
Design: Maria Berntsen
art. no. S x-310 / L x-311

Concave vase
medium – sand
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. x-140 

Concave vase
large – sand
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. x-141

Companion medic box
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. 231

Parking disc
Design: Torben Rasmussen 
art. no. 3100

Pocket keychain 
Design: Klaus Rath 
art. no. 606

To Go Click – chalk 

Double walled steel 0.2 l
art. no. 675-3

Steel vacuum cup 0.4 l 
art. no. 685-3

To Go Click – soft seagrass 

Double walled steel 0.2 l
art. no. 675-34

Steel vacuum cup 0.4 l 
art. no. 685-34

To Go Click – steel  

Double walled steel  
0.2 l – art. no. 675

Steel vacuum cup  
0.4 l – art. no. 685 
0.48 l – art. no. 690

Companion keychain
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. 230

Companion luggage tag
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. 232

My keychain – black
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. 602

To Go Click – black 

Double walled steel 0.2 l
art. no. 675-1

Steel vacuum cup 0.4 l 
art. no. 685-1

To Go Click – soft sand 

Double walled steel 0.2 l
art. no. 675-12

Steel vacuum cup 0.4 l 
art. no. 685-12

To Go Click – soft lupin 

Double walled steel 0.2 l
art. no. 675-35

Steel vacuum cup 0.4 l 
art. no. 685-35

To Go Click – soft lavender 

Double walled steel 0.2 l
art. no. 675-11

Steel vacuum cup 0.4 l 
art. no. 685-11

I:CONS

To Go Click – soft cloud 

Double walled steel 0.2 l
art. no. 675-27

Steel vacuum cup 0.4 l 
art. no. 685-27

To Go Click – soft rose 

Double walled steel 0.2 l
art. no. 675-36

Steel vacuum cup 0.4 l 
art. no. 685-36

To Go Click – soft light grey 

Double walled steel 0.2 l
art. no. 675-13

Steel vacuum cup 0.4 l 
art. no. 685-13

Companion cardholder
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. 233

To Go Click – black metallic  

Double walled steel  
0.2 l – art. no. 675-16

Steel vacuum cup  
0.4 l – art. no. 685-16

To Go Click – blue metallic 

Double walled steel 0.2 l
art. no. 675-18

Steel vacuum cup 0.4 l 
art. no. 685-18

To Go Click – granite grey metallic 

Double walled steel 0.2 l
art. no. 675-33

Steel vacuum cup 0.4 l 
art. no. 685-33

Flap tablet-holder
Design: Jørgen Fenger
art. no. x-1

Keep Cool drinking bottle 0.6 l  
Design: Debiasi & Sandri 
art. nr. 355-3 (black) / 355-6 (granite grey) 
355-7 (sand) / 355-8 (seagrass) / 355-9 (lupin)

Amphora vacuum jug coffee
1 l - soft black
Design: Sebastian Holmbäck
art. no. 221-1

Amphora vacuum jug tea
1 l - soft black
Design: Sebastian Holmbäck
art. no. 222-1

Amphora vacuum jug coffee
1 l - soft peach
Design: Sebastian Holmbäck
art. no. 221-2

Amphora vacuum jug tea
1 l - soft peach
Design: Sebastian Holmbäck
art. no. 222-2

Amphora vacuum jug coffee
1 l - soft white
Design: Sebastian Holmbäck
art. no. 221

Amphora vacuum jug tea
1 l - soft white
Design: Sebastian Holmbäck
art. no. 222
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Chaco cutlery
Design: Tias Eckhoff 
Set 24 pcs. – art. no. C-4-24

Maya cutlery
Design: Tias Eckhoff
Set 24 pcs. – art. no. C-2-24

Maya sauce ladle
Design: Tias Eckhoff
art. no. 14302

Maya serving spoon
Design: Tias Eckhoff
art. no. 15502

Maya 2000 cutlery
Design: Tias Eckhoff
Set 24 pcs. – art. no. C-18-24

Maya salad- & serving set
Design: Tias Eckhoff
art. no. 18902

Una cutlery 
Design: Tias Eckhoff 
Dinner knife – art. no. 30507 
Dinner fork – art. no. 13307 
Dinner spoon – art. no. 13107 
Coffe-/tea spoon – art. no. 11307

Chaco sauce ladle
Design: Tias Eckhoff
art. no. 14305

EM cutlery
Design: Erik Magnussen 
Set 16 pcs. – art. no. C-4-16

Pure Black boning knife
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft 
art. no. x-120-6

Pure Black carving knife
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft 
art. no. x-120-8

Prisme cutlery
Design: Dahlerup & Holbek 
Set 16 pcs. – art. no. C-22-16

Pingo children’s tableware
3 pcs – grey
Design: Francis Cayouette 
art. no. 330

Sixtus
chopping board / carving knife / carving fork / tongs / turner
Design: Søren Refsgaard 
art. no. 332 / 333 / 333-1 / 333-2 / 333-3

Una with Pingo 
children’s cutlery set – 3 pcs
Design: Tias Eckhoff 
art. no. 331

NORSTAAL

Aztec cutlery
Design: Don Wallance 
Dinner knife – art. no. 30508 
Dinner fork – art. no. 13208 
Dinner spoon – art. no. 13108 
Coffe-/tea spoon – art. no. 11308

Capelano cutlery 
Design: Johan Verde 
Dinner knife – art. no. 30560 
Dinner fork – art. no. 13260 
Dinner spoon – art. no. 13160 
Coffe-/tea spoon – art. no. 14560

To Go Click 0.4 l  
Stelton x Moomin - cloud  
Double walled steel  
art. no. 1371

To Go Click 0.4 l  
Stelton x Moomin - sand  
Double walled steel  
art. no. 1371-1

To Go Click 0.4 l  
Stelton x Moomin - dusty green 
Double walled steel  
art. no. 1371-3

To Go Click 0.4 l  
Stelton x Moomin - light grey  
Double walled steel  
art. no. 1371-4

Keep Cool drinking bottle 0.75 l  
Stelton x Moomin - cloud  
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 1372

Keep Cool drinking bottle 0.75 l  
Stelton x Moomin - sand  
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 1372-1

Keep Cool drinking bottle 0.75 l  
Stelton x Moomin - dusty green 
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 1372-3

Keep Cool drinking bottle 0.75 l  
Stelton x Moomin - light grey  
Design: Debiasi & Sandri
art. no. 1372-4

To Go Click 0.2 l  
Stelton x Moomin - cloud  
Double walled steel  
art. no. 1370

To Go Click 0.2 l  
Stelton x Moomin - sand  
Double walled steel  
art. no. 1370-1

To Go Click 0.2 l  
Stelton x Moomin - dusty green 
Double walled steel  
art. no. 1370-3

To Go Click 0.2 l  
Stelton x Moomin - light grey  
Double walled steel  
art. no. 1370-4




